ABSTRACT In wireless networks, network topology may change at any time. Therefore, topology control is one of the effective methods to get and keep the desired topology performance. The most existing topology control methods assume that nodes are altruistic. Although there are some game-based topology control schemes to stimulate cooperation between nodes, they only consider a single objective (e.g., energy consumption or network lifetime), which cannot be adaptive to the variation of demand on topology performance. To address these weaknesses, we present the notion of link lifetime and model the multiobjective weight sum of any link as the function with respect to transmission power, link delay and link lifetime. Then the proposed game-based localized multi-objective topology control ensures that the desired topology property exists in resulting topology, in which the presented Improved LOCAL δ-Improvement Algorithm (LDIA) algorithm not only stimulates nodes' cooperation on topology control operation and ensures network's convergence to a steady state, but also has the better performance with respect to executing time and communication overhead than a classic algorithm, i.e., LDIA. Finally, the simulation results show that, by employing appropriate weight values, when compared with some typical schemes considering only energy efficiency, the proposed scheme is the most efficient in regard to average link delay and link lifetime. When compared with a typical scheme considering only network lifetime, the proposed scheme has advantage over average link lifetime, but it is slightly worse in terms of average link delay. Although the proposed scheme is less efficient in terms of average transmission power, where the shortage may be alleviated by adjusting weight values, it satisfies diversified demands for applications due to its flexibility.
I. INTRODUCTION A. TOPOLOGY STRUCTURE OF WIRELESS ACCESS NETWORKS
With the evolution to cellular networks, wireless access networks are becoming more heterogeneous. The various radio access approaches have provided different Quality of Service (QoS) [29] - [31] to the wireless clients. The various wide area wireless networks provide a ubiquitous coverage with relatively expensive resources, while local area wireless networks offer a relatively narrow communication range with cheap resources.
With the prevalence of wireless multimedia services, there is a growing traffic to access Internet. The added wireless access points can improve wireless network throughput and expand wireless communication range, but it is always difficult to exactly forecast throughput requirements and various QoS demands.
Wireless access points are usually deployed based on statistical analysis of throughput requirements and QoS demands, which cannot be adapted to the dynamic network environments. Especially, added shopping centers may bring about new congestion areas, and spontaneous events (e.g., large conferences, sports meetings) may also generate significant throughput requirements [17] . Although multihop relay stations [10] are used to improve adaptability to growth of traffic demand, poor placement of fixed relays may result in the decrease of expected revenue of employing fixed relays, as well as a loss of the invested capital expenditure.
The increasing client devices (e.g., smart phone, laptop) constitute diverse Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs). Such a MANET [24] , [26] is formed by gateways connecting it to the Internet, which efficiently expands wireless communication range, and is also able to balance load between a crowded region and a less-crowded region. So multi-hop relaying for wireless clients is a flexible network architecture with low cost, which overcome shortcomings of base station and fixed relay.
B. PLIGHT OF TOPOLOGY CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
Some important issues must be considered in a hybrid MANET, such as energy efficiency [5] , [6] , [13] - [16] , [19] , [22] , [28] , end-to-end delay [7] , [19] , network lifetime [3] , [4] , [7] , [11] , [18] , [32] , [33] and so on. In multi-hop wireless networks, topology control method is to determine the transmitting power of a node in order to achieve a certain global network target (e.g., maintaining network connectivity, reducing end-to-end delay, mitigating interference, and prolonging network lifetime while consuming the minimum possible power), which is a topic having received much attention in the research community.
The most traditional topology control schemes usually assume that nodes are altruistic, which may not always true, especially in heterogeneous wireless access networks where nodes usually belong to different social organizations. Therefore, in this case, it is a common sense that nodes are not cooperative. Usually, the main approaches to address the topology control problem in the presence of selfish nodes are mechanism design [2] , [25] , [27] and game theory [3] - [5] , [13] - [16] , [22] , [28] . We focus on game theory due to its wide applicability. However, there are still some problems to be further addressed.
The algorithm performance of the existing topology control potential games needs to be improved. E.g., the MaxImprovement Algorithm (MIA) has the bad global utility in a Nash Equilibrium (NE) point [13] even if it can converge to a NE more quickly. Although the δ-Improvement Algorithm (DIA) [14] can get a NE point that is close to the optimum global utility, it cannot outperform MIA in terms of the convergence time. Here, a global utility is also a social welfare, which is usually defined as the total utility for all parties (e.g., nodes) in a game while a utility is a measurement for the desirability of the resulting outcome from a node's perspective.
Also, the utility functions of the existing topology control potential games need to be improved, which only explore the effects of a few considerations on the network topology performance. For example, the utility functions in [13] , [14] , and [16] only take the energy consumption during topology formation or maintenance as their cost component, while those in [15] and [22] add the energy consumption for data transmission during topology usage to the same cost component as the above; the work in [28] only considers the transmitting power and data load size. However, it is not considered to compute the energy consumption of transmitting topology control messages and receiving any message, which hardly describe the benefits of nodes in energy optimization. The work in [3] and [4] only takes unfair energy consumption for data transmission into consideration, and the proposed notion for node lifetime cannot better characterize the network lifetime.
C. NECESSITY OF CONSIDERING MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES
In the main optimized objectives of network topology, energy efficiency is most cared since the battery power of wireless client node is very limited. But energy efficiency alone does not suffice to provide satisfactory network lifetime. This is because, energy efficiency only focuses on total minimum energy consumption, but it is not concerned with balanced energy consumption, which leads to some nodes' depleting their energy early and thus the corresponding network is partitioned with high probability. Therefore, energy efficiency should be considered in conjunction with minimizing deviation of link lifetime in a network.
The network applications all have a specific QoS requirement with respect to end-to-end delay besides energy efficiency and desired network lifetime. So it is indispensable to consider the three objectives in network topology design. Usually, the three objectives are hardly optimized at the same time, where our goal is to find a tradeoff among them.
The main benefit of the three-objective topology control is its flexibility. For example, a general network application as such mobile TV does not need very high QoS demand for delay as soon as the receiving speed of data packets satisfies the requirement of video player in wireless client node. So a three-objective topology control method will have a flexibility to achieve a tradeoff among energy consumption, end-to-end delay and network lifetime.
When the same client node joins a monitoring application in health care delivery or video surveillance of traffic accidents, a high QoS requirement for end-to-end delay is needed, where it is very convenient to focus on the delay optimization when a three-objective topology control method is employed. Otherwise, the client node must run the multiple types of topology control methods to achieve the same goal.
In our pervious works [6] , [7] , the two optimization objectives have been considered to build network topology. Recently, the more optimization objectives have been concerned by researchers, for example, the number of working sensor nodes, the monitoring coverage degree, and the fair energy consumption in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks [12] . However, to the best of our knowledge, we first take energy consumption, end-to-end delay, and link lifetime into account for topology control game research in heterogeneous wireless access networks.
D. CONTRIBUTION AND ORGANIZATION
The paper focuses on topology control potential game as the problem of building a topology with the three optimized VOLUME 5, 2017 objectives in a heterogeneous wireless access network with selfish nodes, and the contributions are as follows.
(1) A novel game-based localized multi-objective topology control scheme is proposed for wireless networks with selfish nodes, which achieves a trade-off among energy consumption, end-to-end delay, and link lifetime.
(2) An Improved LOCAL δ-Improvement Algorithm (ILDIA) algorithm is proposed to stimulate nodes' cooperation for topology control, which holds the advantages of the like-minded DIA algorithms while overcomes their disadvantages.
(3) A novel utility function for the ILDIA algorithm is proposed, which characterizes the real interest of nodes and thus optimizes performance of non-cooperative networks, by considering the comprehensive impact factors on the cost components of utility function.
The remaining part of the article is organized as follows. In Section II, we summarize the related works on topology control potential game over wireless networks. Section III proposes the detailed formulation and analysis of our problem after briefly reviewing some key concepts from potential game theory. Section IV describes in detail the proposed game-based localized multi-objective topology control scheme. Section V is devoted to the experimental evaluation and analysis of our scheme in comparison to other related schemes. Finally, Section VI contains conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
In [13] - [16] , Komali et al. model topology control problems as potential games, which define the topology control game as the following interactive process in a multi-hop network. That is, each node adjusts its transmitting power based on its connectivity and energy consumption, which could have a potential impact on the performance of other nodes and thus affect their actions. Therefore, such an interactive power control process in a distributed manner will change a network topology. But these works do not consider the impact of interference, which consumes more energy and leads to larger delay due to retransmission of damaged or lost data. Moreover, there also exist the following shortcomings in their algorithms and utility functions.
(1) The MIA descripted in [13] is a greedy algorithm of topology control potential game, which was called the best response (i.e., each node lows its transmitting power level to optimize its utility) algorithm. The convergence of MIA to the different NE depends on the order in which nodes adapt their actions. Due to being greedy, the MIA tends to generate an unreasonable steady-state power distribution, where there is the poor social welfare function value.
(2) The DIA proposed in [14] is a better response algorithm of topology control potential game, in which a node can make small decrements in its power level if the change increases its utility; otherwise, the node still adopts its previous power level. Although the transmitting power distribution produced by the DIA is much fairer than that done by the MIA, its convergence is much slower than that of the MIA. The LOCAL-DIA (LDIA) algorithm [16] is a local version of the DIA algorithm, therefore, there also exists the above problem.
(3) The utility function in the literature [15] 
considers overhead of data transmission (i.e., χ d i (P)) and that of topology control messages (i.e.,χ c i (p i )). But the topology control overhead is only expressed as an abstract function χ c i (p i ) (i.e., never discuss how the topology control overhead is computed). Moreover, the cost of computing χ d i (P) is very large. This is because, in order to determine a minimum energy path to a given destination, the node computing the value of the above utility function has to find out every possible path from itself to the destination.
In addition, the three major considerations for topology design and topology control are taken in [22] , namely the link establishment price, the delay of route, and the relaying range which denotes interference at the receiving end. They are translated into a corresponding nodal cost function, which characters the node performance. A game with such nodal cost function is regarded as an exact potential game. But the delay and interference are denoted as the number of hops along the route and the in-degree of the nodes along the route respectively, which is not too accurate.
Zarifzadeh et al. [28] consider both transmission power and traffic load that nodes should forward when they construct utility function of potential game, and assume that links are symmetric in its network model, which unnecessarily holds in practice. To improve the problem of unbalanced energy consumption by stimulating cooperation of nodes, the Chu and Sethu [3] present the Cooperative Topology Control with Adaptation (CTCA) approach that models the problem of maximizing the network lifetime as an ordinal potential game, which is described in greater depth in [4] . However, their utility functions do not include the more comprehensive impact factors on the cost components. Moreover, transferring the benefit component of utility function designed for ad hoc network to heterogeneous wireless access networks may not be the best choice.
Recently, the literature [8] proposes a potential game to keep the connectivity of the topology formed by virtual access points in a cellular network. Also, a game-theoretic model for topology control is proposed for sparse underwater sensor networks [21] , but it is based on stackelberg game instead of potential game. There are the two types of players in stackelberg game, i.e., leader and follower. However, we only need a type of players in our desired game-based model. Potential game meets this demand and has some advantages mentioned in the following Subsection III-A. In general, the latest works only consider the energy efficiency in their topology control games.
III. GAME CONCEPTS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. GAME CONCEPTS As mentioned in [14] , a non-cooperative potential game is formalized as =< M , F, η >, where M = {1, 2, . . . , m} is the set of players; F = m i=1 F i is the space of all strategy vectors , and F i is the set of possible strategies for the ith player; η = (η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η i , . . . , η m ) is the vector of all utility functions that reflects the players' desired strategy profiles, and η i is the ith player's utility.
Vector f belongs to F (i.e., f ∈ F). The f i is an element in vector f , which belongs to F i (i.e., f i ∈ F i ). Typically, f = (f i , f −i ) is a strategy profile, where f i is the player i's strategy, and f −i is the strategies of the other m − 1 players. Analogously, F −i = j =i F j represents the set of strategy profiles for all players except i. We adopt the same definitions of NE, ordinal potential game (OPG), and ordinal potential function (OPF) as those discussed in [14] .
According to [14] , if an OPG (e.g., =< M , F, η >) can make its corresponding OPF (e.g., H ) be maximized, an NE exists in it. So, the potential maximizers consist of a subset of the NE of a potential game. If we can get the potential functions for a potential game, some NEs of this game can be obtained by solving the potential maximizers. Fig.1 depicts a heterogeneous wireless network, where base stations are applicable to all infrastructure nodes that are connected by a wired network, such as WiFi Access Points (APs), Femtocell base stations and so on. Also, for the sake of simplicity and without the loss of generality, a square tessellation is assumed, in which the derived results will hold true for hexagonal tessellation as well.
B. SYSTEM SCENARIO
This heterogeneous wireless network consists of two layers, namely an ad hoc layer and a cellular layer. In the ad hoc layer, wireless nodes are randomly distributed in a plane, and each node uses the desired transmission power to communicate with its neighboring nodes or base stations. In the cellular layer, each square is called a cell and a base station is placed at the center of each cell. In addition, the wireless nodes of the network are heterogeneous, they may have different initial battery capacity, processing capacity, cache capability and so on.
Since base stations can transmit at 20 Watts or more, the base station in each cell can communicate with each node in the same cell by using a 1-hop wireless downlink. Each wireless node in the cell may communicate with its base station by using a multi-hop path consisting of some wireless uplinks, since its maximum transmitting power is usually less than 0.1 Watts.
C. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper, if any pair of nodes can communicate directly, there is a link between them. Also, if these two nodes are a source node and a destination node respectively, this link is called as a path. Typically, a path consists of links that are connected in series.
We assume that each wireless node i has a GPS device and is associated with a certain maximum power p i,max with which it is capable of making an omni-directional transmission. Also, we consider the nodes in the network as vertices of a directed graph G max = (M , L max ), in which there exists a bidirectional wireless link between i ∈ M and j ∈ M if and only if (a) a transmission from i at its maximum power p i,max can directly reach j, and (b) a transmission from j at its maximum power p j,max can directly reach i. Here, G max represents a topology at maximum transmitting powers, M is theset of vertices for all the nodes in the network, and L max is theset of edges including all the bidirectional wireless links at maximum transmitting powers.
Based on G max = (M , L max ), the target of topology control in this paper can be regarded as a multi-objective optimization problem, by which we get a new weighted directed graph
The multi-objective problem is to find G min with the following three objectives: (a) Minimize average transmitting power; (b) Minimize average path delay; (c) Minimize average deviation of remaining energy among the nodes to extend network lifetime. The three objectives may work against each other. So, we find a trade-off among the three objectives through optimizing their weight sum. p t i,j is defined as the power with which a node i should communicate its neighbor j in graph G = (M ,L) (here L = L max ), which should meet the minimum weight sum of the above three objectives. We will elaborate how to get p t i,j in the following section.
In order to consider the impact of unbalanced energy consumption on topology lifetime, we employ the notion of estimated current remaining lifetime in [3] to formulate the following two equations.
In (3) and (4), | f i,j | and f i,j are the difference and sum of estimated current remaining lifetime for two end-nodes VOLUME 5, 2017 in link i → j respectively, while f i and f j are the estimated current remaining lifetime for end-node i and j respectively. f i and f j are computed by the following formula.
In (5), f n , e n (for end-node i, e n = e i ; for end-node j, e n = e j ) and p n (for end-node i, p n = p t i,j ; for end-node j, p n = p t j,i ) are the estimated current remaining lifetime, current remaining energy and transmission power for a node n respectively.
Given the other parameters of link i → j (i.e., e i , e j and p t j,i
can be regarded as the unchanged values respectively, which is reasonable when all nodes make their decisions in a serial manner),
is a function of p t i,j , which is expressed as follows.
b(p t i,j ) is used to measure the estimated current remaining lifetime of link i → j, in which the smaller value means the longer lifetime. Differing from the notion of node lifetime discussed in [3] , which only considers lifetime of single node, we present the notion of link lifetime, which considers the estimated current remaining lifetime for two end-nodes in any link. The delay is modeled as the sum of intermediate nodes' data forwarding time in a path from a source to a destination, which is related to a few factors, for example, intermediate nodes' resources (e.g., CPU), and interference. Each node j's data forwarding time is approximately regarded as the needed time during which a data packet with a given length can be relayed, which is got by practical measure, marked as t b j . In addition, each node j's interference degree is taken as its Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR), marked as γ j , which influences frame success rate of a data packet with a given length. As discussed in [23] , f (γ j ) = (1 − e −0.5γ j ) N is adopted to obtain frame success rate. Here N is the length of frame with a given length. Considering data retransmission due to interference, a node j's data forwarding time in terms of its resource and interference degree is expressed as follows.
In (7), t j denotes node j's actual data forwarding time, which includes retransmission time due to data error. The multi-objective optimization problem in terms of power loss, link delay and link lifetime is formulated as the following formula.
In (8), c i,j is the cost of link i → j; p l and p m l are the power loss values when node i transmits a data with a given length to node j at transmitting power p t i,j and p t i,max respectively; t j and t m j can be approximately regarded as the link delays when node i transmits a data with a given length to node j at transmitting power p t i,j and p t i,max respectively; w p , w t and w f denote the weights of power loss, link delay and link lifetime respectively. w p , w t , w f ∈ (0, 1), and w p + w t + w f = 1.
In a link i → j in graph G, assume g i,j be the channel gain from node i to j, which is usually taken as a constant independent of the distance, then the receiving power can be obtained by the follow formula.
In (9), α i,j is taken as path loss exponent of node i about node j, where α i,j is 2 if the free space model is adopted, and α i,j is 4 if the two-ray ground model is employed; d i,j is the distance from node i to j; p t i,j and p r i,j are the transmitting power of node i and the receiving power of node j respectively when node i transmits data to node j. According to formula (9) , α i,j may be expressed as follows.
Let I j be the set of node j's interfering sources, for ∀k ∈ I j , the interfering signal power at node j (denoted as p r k,j ) can be got by the following formula.
In (11), p t k,j is the transmitting power of interfering source k; d k,j is the distance from node k to j. For any link i → j in graph G, the SINR of node j is expressed as follows.
In (12), p n is the noise power surrounding node j. If the environment parameters surrounding node j hardly change, p n + k∈I j p r k,j is taken as a constant value. Based on the expression (9) and (12), the following expression is got.
. According to the formulas (6), (7), (9) and (13), the formula (8) is rewritten as follows.
Theorem 1: For a wireless link i → j in graph G, there is a finite transmitting power p t i,j for which the cost c i,j of link i → j reaches a minimum value under the case that the wireless network parameters surrounding node j hardly change.
Proof: The proof of the Theorem 1 is reported in the Appendix.
Since the transmitting power p t i,j corresponding to the minimum cost of a wireless link i → j in graph G is hardly obtained through solving the derivative on p t i,j for the formula (14) and letting it be equal to zero, we employ the algorithm Get_min-cost_for_link(i,j) in [6] to get the approximate minimum link cost and the transmitting power p t i,j corresponding to it, where we adopt the link cost formula (i.e., the formula (14)) in this paper instead of that in [6] . The basic idea of this approach is that the approximate minimum cost can be obtained by moving the transmission power between the minimum and maximum transmission powers in steps of length ε (i.e., a small positive real number) and computing the cost at each point.
In order to motive nodes to take part in topology control activity, the non-cooperative potential game mechanism mentioned in Subsection III-A is introduced to the multi-objective topology control process in this paper, where nodes in G are the players of the game and their strategies are selecting a subset of wireless links to determine their neighboring nodes. Although a node gets benefit from connecting to other nodes in G and accessing Internet, it pays some costs for the establishment of G and the connection to wireless access points. Therefore, the utility function η is employed to character the tradeoff between benefits and costs. The following text will illustrate it.
IV. THE PROPOSED SCHEME A. GAME-BASED LOCALIZED MULTI-OBJECTIVE TOPOLOGY CONTROL
We present a novel Game-based Localized Multi-objective Topology Control (GLMTC) scheme with a new utility function and an improved localized better-response algorithm, which includes the following phases that are used by any generic node i during topology formation, maintenance and usage.
(1) Discovering the k-hop adjacent topology by issuing and collecting messages
Node i broadcasts an Information Advertising Message (IAM) with k-hop lifetime by using its maximum transmitting power p i,max . The nodes receiving the IAM and having maximum powers not less than the power required to transmit a message to node i, as well as node i itself, are regarded as the 1-hop adjacent nodes of node i, marked as M 1 i . The lifetime value of the IAM is decreased by 1, and then the IAM is broadcast again by the nodes in M 1 i if its lifetime value is more than 0. The nodes firstly receiving the relayed IAM and having maximum powers not less than the power required to transmit a message to the nodes in M 1 i , as well as the nodes inM 1 i , are identified as the 2-hop adjacent nodes of i . After time t c , node i builds its k-hop adjacent topology based on the gathered information. Based on the obtained IRMs and IAMs, node i has the knowledge about the location coordinates, receiving sensitivity, perceived power, maximum transmitting power, remaining energy and wireless environment parameters of all nodes in its k-hop adjacent area. So it can obtain its k-hop adjacent topology.
For any two nodes j, k ∈ M k i , the bidirectional wireless link j ↔ k is referred to as one of links in i's k-hop adjacent graph when p t j,k ≤ p j,max and p t k,j ≤ p k,max . Therefore, the node i builds its maximum power k-hop adjacent graph that contains all its k-hop adjacent nodes, itself and the discovered adjacent links. This forms a symmetric topology, and marked as p m i,all is referred to as a minimum transmitting power required to reach all other nodes in M 1 i from node i. In Fig.2, p which makes the single-objective weighted directed graph
Adjusting transmission power to improve utility by running the proposed better response algorithm According to a predefined utility function, node u adjusts its transmission power p t i,all (i.e., p m i,all ≤ p t i,all ≤ p i,max ) to improve its utility by running the proposed better response algorithm with a new utility function, namely the ILDIA algorithm, by which the much fairer steady-state power-level distribution is generated and the better social welfare function value is obtained.
If node i adjusts the transmitting power, through using PAM, the modified p t i,all is broadcast in the neighborhood M k i at the maximum transmitting power p i,max . Meantime, node i may receive its any neighborhood node j's modified p t j,all . In this period, the ILDIA algorithm may be run some rounds by any node i until it cannot revise its power in a given round, which generates a connected k-hop adjacent topology G k i,game . We will revisit and address the ILDIA algorithm and the new utility function in the following sections. After determining its transmission power, node i's neighbors are generated or updated. When no node in whole network updates its power in any round, the resulting topology is formed or updated for the new power.
Let T be the interval between two successive executions of the topology control protocol, which should consider both costs of topology updating (e.g., energy consumption for topology control messages) and degradation of topology performance (e.g., unbalanced energy consumption, disconnection of network). For example, the longer T means the more inequitable energy consumption from the overall perspective of the network, but the cost of topology updating is smaller. The appropriate value for T is a tradeoff among these impact factors. The formal description of the game-based localized three-objective topology control algorithm is given in Fig.3 , which is briefly explained as follows. 
Node i firstly gets its
by running lines 29∼41, where, in lines 29∼34, node i gets minimum link costs (or approximate minimum link costs) and the corresponding transmitting powers of the directed links between it and each node in its setM 1 i , whereas those of the directed links between other nodes in set M k i except for node i are got in lines 35∼41. Through receiving the message packets transmitted by node i (see lines 2, 9, 10, 13, 21, 23, 27 and 42 in Fig.3 ), other nodes in set M k i will obtain the needed information to build their k-hop adjacent topology respectively. In line 43, node i reduces the energy (consumed by topology control messages transmitted and received by it) from its remaining energy, which is regarded as the cost components of a predefined utility function used by the ILDIA algorithm in the current execution of the topology control protocol. Node i employs the ILDIA algorithm to get Since the performance of network topology decreases with the increase of its using time, it is widely accepted to execute periodically topology control algorithm. But a node also starts its topology control process when it receives any IAP packet from its any neighbor which runs the algorithm before it. Therefore, our GLMTC algorithm can either periodically start or be triggered to start, which can be controlled by the system process described in Fig.4 . In lines 3∼4 in Fig.4 , each node records the number of data packets transmitted or received by it during the interval T . In line 6, each node reduces the energy consumed by the transmitted or received data packets from its remaining energy, which is regarded as the cost components of a predefined utility function used by the ILDIA algorithm in the next execution of the GLMTC algorithm.
B. NOVEL UTILITY FUNCTION
We Each node i in wireless access networks knows a tradeoff between the benefit derived from a connected k-hop adjacent topology G k i (P k i ) and the cost produced by the establishment of G k i (P k i ). A utility function characters this trade-off and maps the transmitting power vector
) to a utility for each node. For a node i ∈ M k i , the utility function η k i is formulated as follows.
In (15), B k i and C k i are the benefits and costs of node i respectively when the transmission power vector is P k i . The C k i includes the energy consumption of the node i's transmitting (and receiving) topology control messages (e.g., IAM, IRM and PAM) during topology formation (or update) and the energy consumption of its receiving (and forwarding) data packets during topology usage. For convenience, all topology control messages are assumed to be the same length (denoted as l c ) and all data packets also have the same length (denoted as l d ). The C k i is expressed as follows.
In ( are the number of node i's transmitting and receiving data packets respectively. Based on the estimating approaches of the power consumed in transmitting and receiving messages in [1] and [9] , e t i,max and e t i,sub all are the amount of energy consumption for transmitting 1 bit, and e r i is the amount of energy consumption for receiving 1 bit, which is estimated by the following formula.
In (17), d i,max and d i,sub are the length of longest link in i's 1-hop neighborhood graph (i.e., the coverage range of i's maximum transmitting power), and the length of longest link among links from i to its resulting neighbors (i.e., neighbors after topology update in a given round) respectively; ω 11 , ω 12 , and ω 2 are electronics energy of transmitter, electronics energy of receiver, and energy of radio amplifier respectively; α is path loss exponent. Usually, α approximately takes 2 when the distance between two nodes is less than the crossover distance; otherwise, α approximately takes 4. This distance is formulated as follows [9] .
In (18), the height of the transmitting and receiving antenna above ground are denoted as h t and h r respectively, while the wavelength of the carrier signal is denoted as λ. In addition, L represents the system loss factor not related to propagation. The benefits B k i of node i is formulated as follows.
In (19), ρ is the bonus coefficient issued by wireless access points on behalf of Internet Service Provider (ISP), which is more than 1.0; f k i,e () is the function of C k i (P k i ), which is regarded as node i's contribution for receiving and forwarding topology control messages and data packets in wireless access networks, and thus can be exchanged as the granted free data traffic for node i's accessing Internet; Q k i is a scalar benefit multiplier; f k i,c (P k i ) is the number of the nodes that can be reached (possibly over multiple hops) by node i via bidirectional links and paths in the k-hop adjacent range. For simplicity, let
is the obtained bonus by node i due to its contributions of forwarding other nodes' data packets and participating in topology control, while the second term in B k i (P k i ) is the expected benefits of node i because its k-hop adjacent nodes may forward its data packets during the interval T . The ρ·f k i,e (C k i (P k i )) can be directly proportional to the granted free volume of data traffic accessing Internet. The larger social welfare value at a NE point means the larger value of the bonus coefficient ρ. Therefore, ρ is used by ISP to stimulate nodes to adopt the game decision process algorithm which generates the topology with better social welfare.
C. IMPROVED LOCALIZED GAME DECISION PROCESS ALGORITHM
We propose a topology control game decision process algorithm for wireless multi-hop network formation or maintenance in the presence of self-interested nodes, which is an improved version of the LDIA algorithm, namely the ILDIA algorithm.
According to the Theorem 1, although a smaller transmission power is beneficial for saving energy consumption, it is not usually helpful to reduce link delay. A node running LDIA selects a smaller transmission power than its current one from its strategy set that forms a finite number of power levels whenever it gets a chance to play and its selection does not worsen its utility, which may be harmful for link delay and link lifetime. We consider a link cost as a tradeoff among the energy consumption, link delay, and link lifetime. Whenever a node running ILDIA obtains a chance to play and its current largest cost link removal does not worsen its utility, it removes this link from its k-hop adjacent topology.
Each node in a k-hop adjacent range executes ILDIA during the course of game decision, where there is not any restriction to each node's execution sequence since they have the same strategy set. Take node i as an example, the formal description of ILDIA algorithm is given in Fig.5 .
In Fig.5 , node i first determines the size of its strategy set (i.e., the number of links in its k-hop adjacent topology, which include link cost and its corresponding transmission power) and sort its members in descending order according to link cost value (see lines 1∼2), then it deals with each strategy of its strategy set in a sequent manner (see lines 7∼22), finally node i's transmission power p m i,all and p t i,all are updated and broadcast in its k-hop adjacent range if the number of its neighbors is changed (see lines 23∼30).
In ILDIA, when it is the start node of link in a strategy, node i actually makes a decision. Otherwise, it waits for the other nodes' decision results. This guarantees that the resulting topology does not depend on the order in which nodes play. When removal of a node's current largest-cost link does not lead to the disconnection of network, it improves its utility according to the utility function given by the formula (15), which makes node i update M i,nei (i.e., node i's neighbor set) and G k i,game , and broadcast G k i,game in its khop adjacent range (see lines 16∼19). On the other hand, if node i finds that its utility is not improved, it also broadcasts G k i,game which is not updated (see line 20) . Upon receiving this decision-making, other any node continues to deal with the strategy set, which can avoid blocking the process of game decision-making.
Node i's removal of links in a for loop (see lines 7∼22) triggers it to update its neighbors (see line 18) and adjust its current transmission power (see lines 23∼30); this, in turn, modifies its k-hop adjacent topology. If none of the nodes remove the links in its current topology, we say that the algorithm converges to a NE. Any game cannot assure of converging to a NE. However, if the topology control game is proved to be a potential game, the network is assured to converge to a NE.
Theorem 2: The game =< M , F, η >, where utility functions are given by (15) , is an OPG. An OPF is given by
where
) and
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in the Appendix. An immediate upshot of the Theorem 2 is that the ILDIA is guaranteed to converge to a NE [20] . If the G max induced by each node i's transmitting at its p i,max is connected, the G mo (G mo = i∈M G k i,mo ) is connected at the start of the ILDIA algorithm. Therefore, removal of the current maximum cost link that preserves connectivity is sufficient to improve i's utility in the ILDIA process.
When nodes employ the ILDIA, the game process converges to a NE that minimizes the maximum link cost based on the multi-objective tradeoff. According to a Local Minimum Spanning Tree (LMST) property, this theorem is proved easily. In Subsection III-C, we use a network model in which the link weight of the underlying graph is denoted as the link cost for the three-objective tradeoff. Considering the above property, we first define a LMST according to the following Link Cost of three-objective tradeoff (LMST-LC), which a tradeoff for three objectives (i.e., energy consumption, link delay, link lifetime).
Definition 3: A graph G is a LMST-LC if it includes the LMST and any link regards its minimum weight sum of the three objectives (i.e., energy consumption, link delay, and link lifetime) as its link cost.
We first present the following two lemmas, which are essential in proving our main result.
Lemma 2: Consider the game =< M , F, η >, where any node i employs the ILDIA in which it must remove its current maximum cost link in its decision-making round if the disconnection of network does not occur. Starting with an initial topology G k i,mo induced by the transmitting power vector P
k i = (p t 1,all , p t 2,all , ..., p t i,all , ..., p t |M k i |,all
), the algorithm converges to a subgraph G k i,game of the LMST-LC. Proof:
The proof of the Lemma 2 is derived in the Appendix.
Lemma 3: LMST minimizes maximum link weight of a given k-hop neighborhood topology.
Proof: The proof of the Lemma 3 is reported in the Appendix.
We can get the following main theorem by employing the above two lemmas.
Theorem 3: The ILDIA converges to an efficient localized topology that minimizes link weight sum of any given k-hop neighborhood network.
Proof: The proof of the Theorem 3 is given in the Appendix.
Lemma 4: In the ILDIA, the optimal strategy for every node is to preserve the connectivity of its k-hop neighborhood.
Proof: The proof of the Lemma 4 is provided in the Appendix.
Theorem 4: If an initial topology G k i,max is connected, then the ILDIA converges to a network that is also connected for all k>0.
Proof: The proof of the Theorem 4 is reported in the Appendix.
Under global knowledge, the search space F k i of every node i is the same. Moreover, this same global knowledge can be employed to synchronize the search through F k i , so that each node removes its current maximum cost link from itself to one of its neighbors in its play round (if it increases its utility). When this is done, the ILDIA has the property of arriving at a topology with the multi-objective trade-off, and minimizing the maximum link cost in the topology. This special topology will be regarded as G game . On the other hand, under partial knowledge, nodes do not have knowledge of link cost for the entire network, and thus cannot select the same F k i or synchronize their searches through it. For this reason, the ILDIA, under partial knowledge, does not necessarily converge to a topology that minimizes the maximum link cost in the whole network.
Theorem 5: Under global knowledge, the ILDIA converges to a topology G game , which minimizes the maximum link cost of any given node while preserving network connectivity.
Proof: The proof of the Theorem 5 is reported in the Appendix.
Under local knowledge, the sub-optimality of the resultant ILDIA topology is exacerbated as the amount of knowledge is decreased. The resultant topologies are over-connected under local knowledge, given that nodes will not remove any connection that decreases the size of their k-hop neighborhood. 
The above results are listed in Table 1 . In the LDIA, the first node to act has the most strategies available to it; subsequent nodes have their strategy spaces reduced by previous nodes' strategy choices. Differing from the LDIA, there is not the above ''first mover advantage'' in the ILDIA, see Fig.6∼7 . From Fig.6 , we see that, node j, i, and k all adjust their power level from p m i,k to p m j,i in round 1, where each node takes a strategy, in total three strategies. In round 2, only node k adjusts its power level from p m j,i to p m k,j , but the three nodes all take a strategy respectively, also in total three strategies, where node j and i know that their power cannot be adjusted further while node k needs to take a strategy to know this case in round 3. Therefore, the three nodes need to take seven strategies in the LDIA. Fig.7 shows that, node i and k know that they cannot remove any link after they take two strategies respectively while node j knows that it cannot remove any link after it only takes a strategy, where the three nodes only need to take five strategies in the ILDIA. Therefore, the convergence to a NE in our ILDIA is faster than that in the LDIA.
In practice, selfish nodes prefer best response algorithms from their own view, but they have to consider better response algorithms from whole network view when the bonus coefficient ρ is proportional to value of social welfare.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS AND SIMULATION OUTLINE
We compare our scheme with some typical game-based distributed topology control schemes. The brief introduction of these schemes is as follows: (a) The game-based localized multi-objective topology control scheme. The scheme is presented in this paper, which adopts the ILDIA as its game decision process algorithm. For simplicity of presentation, this scheme is called as ILDIA. (b) The localized topology control game scheme proposed in [16] . The scheme adopts the LDIA as its game decision process algorithm. For simplicity of presentation, this scheme is called as LDIA.
(c) The localized topology control game scheme derived from the adaptation of the scheme in [13] and [14] . The scheme adopts the LOCAL-MIA as its game decision process algorithm. The LOCAL-MIA is a localized version of the MIA in [13] and [14] . For simplicity of presentation, this scheme is called as LMIA. (d) The Cooperative Topology Control with Adaptation (CTCA) algorithm proposed in [3] and [4] . The scheme adopts a potential game approach to model network lifetime maximizing problem as an ordinal potential game. Any node executing this algorithm makes a sacrifice (e.g., increasing its transmission power and thus decreasing its lifetime), if it can help to reduce another node's energy consumption.
We adopt the following metrics in our simulations: (a) The average k-hop adjacent node transmitting power, which is got by calculating an average value of all nodes' transmitting powers in any node i's k-hop adjacent area which is built by employing its maximum transmitting power, marked as p k i . The average network node transmission power is calculated by p avg = In heterogeneous wireless network, since the wireless nodes may have different processing capacity, cache capability and so on, the larger number of hops may not mean the higher delay. Therefore, we use the two metric (i.e., t avg and h avg ) in counting the path delay.
For convenience and without loss of generality, the two widely used wireless propagation models are adopted in our simulation, that is, α i,j takes 2 for the free space model while it takes 4 for the two-ray ground model. Based on the relation of the crossover distance d crossover calculated by the formula (18) and the distance between the communicating nodes, we employ one of the two propagation models. For any link i → j, the free space model is adopted when d i,j is less than d crossover , and thus the formula (9) is rewritten as follows.
Otherwise, the two-ray ground model is adopted and thus the formula (9) is rewritten as follows.
In (21) and (22), G t and G r denote the gains of the transmitting and receiving antenna respectively. In addition, the parameter values used in our simulation are listed in Table 2 .
We adopt OMNeT++ 4.1 network simulator to carry out the above simulation experiments, and analyze the experiment results in the following text.
B. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The first two groups of simulations use four experiments respectively in estimating the performance of ILDIA, LDIA, LMIA and CTCA with respect to average network transmitting power, path delay, hop-count and variance of link lifetime distribution (i.e., p avg , t avg , h avg , and b avg ). In the former group, 300 nodes form our simulation network, where nodes are randomly located in a square area size of 1000×1000m 2 and a base station is located in the center of network. The effectiveness of the schemes is compared under the different amount of knowledge about the state of network that is available to the nodes. In the latter group, the number of nodes is changed from 300 to 600 with a step of 25 to explore the scalability of the schemes in the same square region as the above. For ILDIA, w p , w t and w f take 0.3, 0.3, and 0.4 respectively. Fig.8 and Fig.9 show the experiment results.
From Fig.8 , we observe that, our ILDIA can get the best performance with respect to h avg and b avg among the four schemes though its p avg is largest. The main reason is that, the LDIA and LMIA do not consider the factor of link lifetime in their topology control schemes, and the CTCA focuses on node lifetime instead of link lifetime. According to the Theorem 1, since the larger transmission power is helpful to improve the link lifetime, the ILDIA has to adopt larger transmission power to get an advantage over variance of link lifetime distribution. Although the delay metric of ILDIA is not better than that of CTCA, it is evidently better than that of LMIA and slightly better than that of LDIA.
As shown in Figure 8 (b) and Figure 8(c) , the CTCA has the best t avg but the worst h avg among four schemes, which illustrates that path hop-count value is not always consistent with path delay value. However, the path with larger hops may have a higher outage probability due to node failure. In the aspect, our ILDIA has advantage over the other three schemes. Also, the two figures show that, the path delay and hop-count tend to increase with the increase of k-hop neighborhood size since the number of nodes used to compute the average values of these metrics increases.
From Fig.9(a) , we see that, the impact of node density on the performance of our ILDIA is smaller than that of the LDIA, LMIA and CTCA. The reason is that, with the increase of node density, the schemes have more opportunities to reduce their transmission powers, but to order to keep a desired performance with respect to path delay and variance of link lifetime distribution, the ILDIA does not further reduce its transmission power. Fig.9(b) and Fig.9(c) report that, with the increase of node density, the performance of four schemes in terms of path delay and hop-count gets worse. The main reason of this phenomenon is that, when node density gets large, the number of nodes in the same neighborhood size also increases accordingly, which makes some paths get longer due to the decrease of some transmitting powers. From Fig.9(d) , we observe that, the average network variance of link lifetime distribution is hardly influenced by node density, because we focus on average link lifetime instead of average path lifetime.
Given the same configuration of parameters as the above two groups of simulations respectively, the following two groups of simulations use four experiments respectively in estimating the performance of the ILDIA scheme in terms of p avg , t avg , h avg , and b avg when w p , w t and w f take some typical values respectively. Fig.10 and Fig.11 show the experiment results.
From Fig.10(a) , we know that, the average transmission power will obviously get smaller when the value of w p is large enough, where the average path delay is still relatively smaller (see Fig.10(b) ) though the average path hop-count and variance of link lifetime distribution is very large as the increase of k-hop neighborhood size (see Fig.10(c) and Fig.10(d) ).
Also, too large value of w t only leads to the significantly improved path delay, where the other performance indexes are very bad. However, if we focus on optimization of link lifetime by taking very large value of w f , there is very bad effect on the average transmission power and path delay while the performance in terms of link lifetime is not also best among the four schemes (see Fig.10(d) ).
From Fig.11(a) , we observe that, the impact of node density on average transmission power is relatively small. As node density increases, the average number of nodes in a path tends to increase, which explains that the increase trend of curves in Fig.11(b) and Fig.11(c) with the increase of node density. From Fig.11(d) , we see that, the average network variance of link lifetime distribution is hardly influenced by node density when w p , w t and w f take 0.3, 0.3, and 0.4 respectively. So, b avg is not always improved when only one of w p , w t and w f takes too large value.
As shown in Fig.8∼11 , when w p = 0.3, w t = 0.3 and w f = 0.4 is used in ILDIA, its performance in terms VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 11. Graphs showing the network performance of the ILDIM scheme when w p , w t and w f take some typical values respectively. For any node i , the amount of knowledge about the state of network is limited in its 2-hop neighborhood. The network nodes are randomly located in a square area size of 1000×1000m 2 and a base station is located in the center of network, in which the number of nodes is taken from 300 to 600 with a step of 25 and each data point represents an average of 10 simulation runs. of variance of link lifetime and hop-count is best in the four schemes, the performance in terms of path delay is only slightly worse than that of CTCA, and only transmission power has not advantage over the other three schemes. From Fig.10(a) and Fig.11(a) , we see that, the performance of ILDIA with respect to transmission power is obviously improved when w p increases. So we can get the lower metric value of transmitting power for ILDIA through increasing w p when the demand of applications emphasizes particularly on small energy consumption. Also the lower metric value of path delay for ILDIA is obtained by increasing w t when the demand of applications emphasizes particularly on low delay. These exhibit the flexibility of our scheme.
Given the same configuration of parameters as the first two groups of simulations respectively, the final two groups of simulations use two experiments respectively in estimating the performance of the ILDIA and LDIA scheme in terms of executing time and communication overhead. For simplicity, we assume that the length of all packets is equal. Therefore, the average number of processing packets is adopted as the measurement of executing time overhead, while the average number of exchanging packets is used to measure the communication overhead. Fig.12 and Fig.13 show the experiment results.
From the results shown in Fig.12∼13 , it can be seen that the overheads of the ILDIA are significantly less than those of the LDIA, which is consistent with the conclusions in Table 1 . Fig.12(a) shows that the gap between the executing time overhead of the two schemes becomes increasingly apparent with the increase of k-hop neighborhood size. This is due to the fact that the larger k-hop neighborhood contains the lager number of its k-hop neighborhood executing nodes in the LDIA while the ILDIA scheme has the smaller strategy space for executing action.
From Fig.12(b) , we also see that, the communication overhead of the ILDIA is almost unchanged with the change of k-hop neighborhood size, while that of the LDIA gets significantly larger with the increase of k-hop neighborhood size. This is because the overhead of transmitting messages is O(|M 1 i |) in the ILDIA while that is O(|M k i | 2 ) in the LDIA. That is, the former is independent of the number of hops, while the latter is related to it.
When the number of hops is large enough, the two curves of LDIA in Fig.12 are almost unchanged. This is because the number of its k-hop neighborhood executing nodes has reached the total number of nodes in the network.
The trend of the curves in Fig.13 is similar to that of Fig. 12 . As the number of nodes in the fixed region (i.e., node density) increases, the executing time overhead and communication overhead of the LDIA increase more significantly than those of the ILDIA. This is because the size of strategy space of the LDIA increases more rapidly than that of the ILDIA with the increase of the node density.
C. ILLUSTRATION OF APPLICATION EXAMPLE
As shown in Fig.1 , usually, for a monitoring application in a health care delivery system, a data processing server located in the infrastructure needs to collect a large number of sensed data from wireless nodes, a base station will broadcast a bonus coefficient ρ in a 1-hop fashion, where each wireless node located in the same cell as the base station can receive it. Also, the base station can advertise the QoS demand of this monitoring application.
If path delay is very important, the ILDIA(0.1, 0.8, 0.1) will be adopted by the wireless nodes, where these nodes either need to send their sensed data to the server through the base station or are willing to relay the data from other wireless nodes after making a game decision by using formula (15) . If the 300 nodes are willing to participate in the topology control and they make a decision based on 2-hop neighborhood information, the transmission paths from them to the base station are shown in Fig.14 (c) after the ILDIA(0.1, 0.8, 0.1) is executed.
If the demand of path delay can be relaxed, the ILDIA(0.8, 0.1, 0.1) is preferred since it is more energy efficiency, where the corresponding transmission paths from them to the base station are shown in Fig.14 (b) 
VI. CONCLUSION
We present a game-based localized multi-objective topology control scheme in this paper, which achieves a trade-off among the three objectives (i.e., energy consumption, link delay, link lifetime), and stimulate the cooperation between nodes by using the ILDIA algorithm. The ILDIA is proved to be a potential game algorithm, which is guaranteed to converge to a NE steady state and has the better performance with respect to executing time and communication overhead than the LDIA.
When compared with the LDIA and LMIA, the proposed scheme with the appropriate weight values (e.g., w p , w t and w f take 0.3, 0.3, and 0.4 respectively) is displayed to be the most efficient with respect to average path delay and variance of link lifetime. When it comes to the CTCA, the proposed scheme has advantage over variance of link lifetime. Although the proposed scheme is less efficient in terms of average transmission power, the difference will be reduced step by step as the w p increases.
The topology control research for cognitive radio networks (e.g., the works in [34] and [35] ) has been a concern of researchers, which has some challenges that are different from those in classical wireless networks. However, it is still unexplored to consider both multi-objective optimization and egoism of cognitive nodes, which leaves us a room for our future research. (14) and letting it be equal to zero. On the basis of the above, the Theorem 1 is true.
C. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We prove by applying the asserted OPF in (20) . First, we have
Therefore, we have
The C k i (P k i ) and f k i,c (P k i ) are monotonic increasing function with respect to p t i,all , and from (24) that
The sign of the second term in (24) is the same as the sign of η k i for all the four cases of (25) . Therefore, the sign of H is same as that of η k i , which shows that H (P) is an OPF and =< M , F, η > is an OPG according to Definition 2.
D. PROOF OF LEMMA 2
The proof is conducted by induction. At this point, nodes will not remove their links again. Otherwise, the network would disconnect, and the nodes' utility would decrease. Thus, ILDIA converges to a topology containing links i ↔ k and j ↔ k, and the two shortest bidirectional links are needed to connect the three nodes. Now, consider a fully connected topology with four nodes:
According to the description for the ILDIA in Fig.5, a play order is < a, i, a, k,  a, j, i, j, i , k, j, k >. Node a has only a single bidirectional link a ↔ j after it removes c m a,i and c m a,k as well as node i removes c m i,a and node k removes c m k,a . The problem then reduces to a three-node topology as before. Thus, the algorithm converges to a topology containing the three shortest bidirectional links i ↔ k, j ↔ k andj ↔ a (and possibly some extraneous unidirectional links as well).
The above line of reasoning can be generalized to any arbitrary subnet of size m. Therefore, the algorithm always hits a state that consists of the m − 1 bidirectional links with the minimum link costs needed to maintain connectivity. Note that at this point, the network is a LMST-LC by Definition 3. If the LMST-LC contains a bidirectional cycle in the k-hop neighborhood (a cycle with all bidirectional links), at least one node in the cycle can still remove its current maximum cost link further and still maintain connectivity. Otherwise, the LMST-LC contains exactly all the bidirectional links of LMST. In either case, the steady state topology G i,game is a subgraph of LMST-LC. This completes the proof. ; we obtain a contradiction. Therefore, LMST is indeed the tree which minimizes maximum link weight in the k-hop neighborhood network.
F. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We know that LMST-LC contains LMST and all the additional induced links. Because none of the induced links increases the maximum link weight of the k-hop neighborhood graph, LMST-LC preserves Lemma 3. From Lemma 2, the steady state topology G i,game is a subgraph of LMST-LC; therefore, every link in G i,game is contained in LMST-LC. It follows immediately that Lemma 3 still holds for G i,game . Hence, the result follows.
G. PROOF OF LEMMA 4
We prove this by contradiction. Suppose a node removes its current link with maximum link cost from itself to one of its neighbors to reduce its k-hop neighborhood (from, say, 
H. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
A connected network can be disconnected in two ways: 1) if a node (say i) disconnects itself from another node, while executing the ILDIA or, 2) if node i disconnects two previously connected nodes, say j and k, in the process of removing its current maximum cost link from itself to one of its neighbors during the course of the ILDIA.
We know that the former case violates Lemma 4. The latter case is not possible unless j and k are connected to each other through i. If j and k are k-hop neighbors of i, node i will not lose connection with either j or k by virtue of Lemma 4. If j and k are beyond the k-hop neighborhood of i, the only way for i to lose connectivity with either of them is to disconnect from an existing member of its k-hop neighborhood, which is disallowed by Lemma 4. It follows that the topologies remain connected in equilibrium.
I. PROOF OF THEOREM 5
From pseudo-code description of ILDIA in Fig.5 , observe that for each one of strategy set, the current link with maximum cost of the entire graph is severed by either node i or one of other nodes. Such a process eventually converges to a topology that contains the shortest |M | − 1 edges that ensure connectivity. In some sense, this topology is a superset of the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) connections, containing the bi-directional links that make up the MST and the additional extraneous links induced by the wireless broadcast property of the medium. The MST minimizes the maximum edge weight of a graph, and therefore, the maximum link cost is also minimized.
J. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Note that LMST (and therefore LMST-LC) is unique if the link weights are distinct. This is because the links can be uniquely ordered by their weights. Thus, the result follows immediately.
K. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
For any given node i, the number of links in the k-hop neighborhood topology is |F k i |. In a running cycle, the size of any node i's strategy set is |F k i | (see line 7 in Fig.5 ), so executing time overhead is O(|F k i |) (there is a single for loop in Fig.5 ).
L. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
For any given node i, the number of any node i's neighbors is |M 1 i |. In a running cycle, the line 8 in Fig.5 shows that any node i does not send any message when it is not the start node of a link in strategy set F k i . Since |M 1 i | is the number of the links whose start node is i, the complexity of sending the G k i,game messages (line 19 or line 20 in Fig.5 , and there is only a single for loop) is O(|M 1 i |).
